President Obama inherited an economy in crisis, burgeoning inequality in wealth and health, and a legion of medically uninsured Americans whose ranks had grown by 11 million under the previous administration. He staunched the bleeding but provided no cures.
The Affordable Care Act (ACA; Pub L No. 111-148), Obama's signature achievement, covered millions, but leaves 9% uncovered. It minimally regulated insurers and imposed a modest new tax on the wealthy but accelerated the corporate takeover of health care and endorsed highdeductible insurance plans that offer illusory protection. It provided $11 billion in new funds for community health centers and public health agencies but drained money from safety-net hospitals and failed to reverse the downward trend in funding for public health.
Aside from the ACA, Obama's health record is mixed at best. He made some progress on environmental regulation, and the terrible threat of climate change has at least been acknowledged. But the yawning gap between rich and poor-in both wealth and health 1 -has widened.
THE AFFORDABLE CARE ACT
The ACA reduced the number of uninsured by 42% to 29 million, about as many as were uninsured in the early 1980s ( Figure 1) ; even if all states expanded Medicaid, about 24 million would remain uninsured. The poor, near-poor, and minorities saw the largest gains, yet 25.8% of poor, nonelderly adults remained uninsured in 2015.
The Medicaid expansion that accounted for much of the new coverage was compromised by some states opting out entirely and by federal waivers allowing others to impose onerous out-of-pocket costs on impoverished enrollees. The ACA also expanded private coverage, but the skimpy plans endorsed by the law and sold on the exchanges (Bronze policies cover just 60% of medical costs) have encouraged the hollowing out of insurance across the board. By 2015, 51% of employer-based individual plans carried deductibles of $1000 or more, up from 27% in 2010. 2 In addition, Americans are increasingly constrained by insurers' narrow provider networks that often exclude leading referral centers, and by restrictive formularies that can make vital medications (e.g., antiretrovirals for HIV) unaffordable. On a more positive note, the ACA mandated first-dollar coverage for contraception and other preventive services and (nominal) parity for mental health and addiction treatment in exchange plans.
Access to care has improved, but remains abysmal, in part because many who gained coverage cannot afford to use it. In 2014, 66 million working-age adults skipped doctor visits, tests, or prescriptions because of costs-down from 80 million in 2012-while collection agencies dunned 37 million for medical debts, a reduction of 4 million. 3 Post-ACA, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau reported that medical debts still account for 52% of all bills sent to collection agencies. It is disturbing that the ACA has abetted corporate dominance in health care. The law funneled most of its trillion dollars in new federal spending through private insurers as payments for exchange coverage and Medicaid managed care plans, fortifying insurers' bottom line and political clout. Meanwhile, insurers have skirted the law's caps on overhead; Aetna's overhead actually rose from an average of 17.0% in 2008 to 2010, to 19.5% in early 2016. Taken together, insurers' added overhead and that of the new exchanges will consume 22.5% of the new federal spending. 4 The ACA's promise to cut overpayments to Medicare Advantage plans (estimated at $1000 or more per enrollee) was also undermined, as the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services handed out "quality bonuses" to almost all of these private plans. In both the Medicare Advantage program and the exchanges, insurers are abandoning unprofitable local markets while continuing to reap large profits from federal payments in others, essentially cherrypicking by county. The insurance giants, awash in cash, have gone on a shopping and merger spree that will shrink the number of major insurers from five to three, unless two pending mergers are blocked on antitrust grounds.
The ACA's mandate that Medicare pay for "value not volume" through health maintenance organization-like entities called accountable care organizations has driven a wave of corporate takeovers. The move from fee-for-service to quasi-capitation has not garnered the promised savings 5 (and its health impacts remain unknown) but is driving small-scale providers from the market. They lack the financial reserves to bear risk Although some credit the ACA with slowing health care cost growth, the slowdown began in 2005, well before the law was passed, and ended in 2014 when it was fully implemented. It is disturbing that the slowdown was only seen among low-and middle-income Americans; health spending for the wealthiest 20% soared. 6 
WORSENING HEALTH INEQUALITY
In 2015, there was an almost unprecedented increase in overall US death rates, while the poorest 20% of Americans and middle-aged, non-Hispanic Whites have suffered rising mortality over the longer term. Some of this deterioration represents increasing rates of selfharm and fatal substance use, complex problems that cannot be blamed entirely on politicians. But politicians bear responsibility for the underfunding of mental health and addictions care, and for shrinking public health resources.
Congress and the president have also failed to pull policy levers-regulation, taxation, and social spending-that could ameliorate the market forces deepening the income divide and working-class despair. Between 2009 and 2015, the wealthiest 1% of Americans captured 52% of total income growthcontinuing a decades-long trend-pushing the Gini index of income inequality up by 2.4%. Although median family income rose sharply in 2015 (with the poor enjoying the largest percentage gains), it remains 1.6% below the 2007 level.
In sum, inequalities in income and longevity are growing with no apparent inflection during the Obama years.
CONCLUSIONS
Could Obama have done better? Not by waging policy battles largely inside the Washington, DC, Beltway. Even during Obama's first two years in office, when the Democrats controlled Congress, the lobbying clout of insurers and pharma (generous donors to Democrats as well as Republicans) made fundamental reform unwinnable in an inside game. The compromised ACA legislation, crafted to appease these corporate interests, offered nothing to the majority of Americans dissatisfied with the health care status quo, precluding grass roots mobilization and allowing Republicans to rally opposition. It is striking that, in a 2016 Gallup poll, 51% of Americans wanted to repeal the ACA, but 58% (including 41% of Republicans) would replace it with singlepayer reform 7 (findings that accord with a recent Kaiser survey).
The Sanders and Trump campaigns (and, indeed, Obama's historic 2008 victory) demonstrated the electorate's hunger for new directions. America has taken bold and difficult steps in the past: the abolition of slavery, women's suffrage, Social Security, civil rights, and marriage equality, to name a few. All were gained through powerful, persistent social movements that eventually got their message through to Washington.
Our health and health care deficits are man-made scourges, not products of nature. Curing them will require broad popular mobilizations, not just a well-intentioned president. 
A Consequential Eight Years for Health Care and Public Health
Every modern US president since Harry Truman has impacted the nation's health through his successes and failures. 1 Arguably, Lyndon Baines Johnson created the most important legacy through the establishment of Medicare and Medicaid in 1965. Whether Barack Obama's health achievements equal or exceed those of LBJ is a judgment best left for historians. At this point, it is reasonable to conclude that the Obama public health legacy will be deep, broad, and wide.
Obama's landmark achievement, the Affordable Care Act (ACA; Pub L No. 111-148), along with related enactments, assumes outsized significance in the real world and in this commentary. In addition, many other laws, regulations, executive orders, and other actions contribute to a compelling Obama public health record. In this brief overview, I consider the ACA and the President's other public health accomplishments.
FROM THE ACA TO OBAMACARE
Although the ACA, to date, has fallen far short of the public health community's expectations on many fronts, it is close to the most ambitious health reform law that could have been achieved in the 2009-2010 US Congress, or in any other modern Congress for that matter. Also, the ACA is still only six years old. The 1935 Social Security and 1965 Medicare-Medicaid laws initially fell well short of their respective visions, and only later matured into their current recognizable forms after decades of subsequent improvements. So it is and will be with the ACA, born in a contentious and madly partisan legislative environment, with many improvements still needed to fully realize its ambitious goals. That realization should not denigrate the law's accomplishments.
On access, more than 20 million formerly uninsured Americans have obtained health coverage, and the US rate of uninsurance has dropped to the unprecedented low rate of 8.6%. On transforming medical care, the ACA has reset the US health system irreversibly on a course away from wasteful and inefficient fee-for-service payment toward value-based models that reward quality, effectiveness, patient centeredness, and population health management. Accountable care organizations, patient centered medical homes, bundled payments, readmission, and hospital-acquired condition penalties-all these and more have become part of the nation's emerging accountable care and "triple aim" landscape. Implementation of electronic health records has advanced with impressive speed and reach, as more than 80% of nonfederal acute care hospitals have adopted basic electronic health records with clinician notes. Although partisan bickering slows the continuous policy improvement of most ACA provisions, the 2015
